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Our Promise

Compassion ♥ Sensitivity

When Someone You

Guidance

Memory,

We promise to honor the dignity of the

Love Becomes a

deceased, respect the wishes of the
families we serve and offer personal,
compassionate assistance. We promise
to be a professional resource for the
benefit of the entire community and
accept the responsibilities entrusted to
us with the greatest measure of integrity
and respect. Whether you choose
a simple or uniquely personalized
cremation arrangement, We promise
to ensure that each cremation is
performed in accordance with the
highest level of ethical cremation
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standards & procedures.
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With Guidance

With Trust

Choosing cremation rather than burial does not
diminish the value of the wonderful life that you
have loved and lost. Cremation, like burial...is
simply the final destination of the physical body
of the deceased. The remembrance of the heart,
spirit and soul of your loved one is a treasure
which only you and your family can truly know
and honor. Our goal is to help you find joy in the
way you choose to celebrate and cherish their
memory.
CremationWithCare Advisors are trained professionals who listen, offer guidance & advice and
support bereaved families. They believe that they
have a unique responsibility to honor the dignity
of the deceased, to aid and counsel the family in
time of grief, and to encourage remembrance with
each family within its own traditions, culture and
financial means. They understand that the ritual
of ceremony is one that plays a significant role
in our lives and that meaningful Remembrance
Gatherings do not just occur. They are events that
require guidance and thoughtful planning. CremationWithCare Advisors are attentive to every detail
and help promote healing and peace of mind.
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Having trust & confidence in the cremation
provider you choose is essential. Your local
CremationWithCareSM preferred provider has
experience caring for families from all walks
of life. We select them because they are
leaders in their profession and are committed
to providing dedicated, caring service while
upholding the highest level of ethical business
standards and practices.
Your local CremationWithCare preferred
provider maintains facilities that offer families
a beautiful, versatile setting in which to gather
relatives & friends who wish to honor and pay
their respects to your loved one. Their acclaimed
staff of CremationWithCare Advisors can help
you create a Remembrance Gathering that
will be long remembered and that will make a
difference in the lives of all who attend. Whether
you choose a simple or uniquely personalized
cremation arrangement the signature services
offered by your CremationwithCare preferred
provider sets them apart from other funeral
homes. You may select your loved ones favorite
music, include special speakers, show a life
tribute video, display photo boards and create
a memory table with pictures and treasured
momentos reflecting highlights and memories of
their wonderful life.

Remembrances to
Remember Forever
There are many inspirational options for the
final disposition of the cremated remains.A
cremation urn serves as an enduring symbol of a wonderful life. The memory of your
loved one lives on in your heart and mind
and a cremation urn should symbolize the
treasure that those memories represent.
Cremation urns capture a person’s individuality and personality while honoring a
life that has been loved and lost. CremationWithCare preferred providers offer urns
that represent many different themes and
hobbies, as well as works of art that will be
displayed and enjoyed for generations.
Personalization is available on most urns
which can be simple in design, themed, or
artistically created in a wide range of materials, shapes and colors. Included are ecofriendly, biodegradable urns and a unique
selection of cremation jewelry and cremation
keepsakes so you can keep their memory
close. Whether you are looking to pre-purchase your own cremation urn or are looking for something to honor the life of a loved
one, we have a diverse selection to help you
capture the inspiration of a lifetime.

